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See it from both sides
I read your letter from the editor and 
Ms. Hoggard’s letter to the editor in the 
October/November issue of Adventure 
Cyclist. I have always thought of tour-
ing bicyclists as the “good guys” of the 
cycling world, however, my initial reac-
tion to the letters was similar to your 
reaction: “And a church is closing their 
doors to cyclists? This is not good.”
I have hosted many riders since the 
days of John Mosley’s Touring Cyclist 
Hospitality Directory in the late ‘70s as 
“payback” to the generous offers by 
strangers during my 1975 cross-country 
tour, but in all of my years of hosting, 
I have not come close to the 100 plus 
cyclists that Ms. Hoggard has welcomed 
in one year. I consider the 23 cyclists 
from nine countries in the past three 
years a reasonable number given my (and 
my wife’s) time and resources. There is 
no way that I could host 23 riders in one 
year, let alone approach Ms. Hoggard’s 
numbers.

Ms. Hoggard certainly deserves the 
Trail Angel award she received from the 
Adventure Cycling Association. I would 
have to be retired to do what she does. 
However, with all due respect to Ms. 
Hoggard, her letter reflects volunteer 
burn-out from giving too much of herself. 
Perhaps the church and the other facility 
that you mentioned suffer the same prob-
lem, that of accommodating too many 
cyclists seeking free lodging.

I am not going to defend the behavior 
of Ms. Hoggard’s guests, as arriving at 
1:00 AM is clearly not appropriate, but I 
would not expect to shingle a roof unless 
explicitly stated on her WarmShowers 
profile in exchange for free lodging. 
Quite frankly, she probably wouldn’t 
want my lack of handyman skills. As a 
host, I would not want guests on my roof 
because of liability issues if they fell and 
injured themselves. Ms. Hoggard further 
states that cyclists felt “entitled to my 
hospitality.” With all due respect to Ms. 
Hoggard’s generosity and hospitality, 
advertising in WarmShowers and mak-

ing your home available on an Adventure 
Cycling map while living on (or near) the 
TransAmerica Trail is an invitation for an 
immense impact on one’s home life. We as 
hosts need to reasonably protect our time 
and resources while still helping out our 
community of bicycle travelers. I can only 
assume that Ms. Hoggard’s generosity has 
been abused simply by her multitude of 
guests responding to her advertised avail-
ability.

Ms. Hoggard also hints at another 
point I wish to make when she says, 
“traveling cyclists now take hospitality 
for granted.” I have to somewhat agree. 
The concept of WarmShowers has been 
quite successful, perhaps so much so that 
it has fueled a culture of bicycle travel-
ers that plan their trip mostly utilizing 
free lodging from generous hosts. For 
some hosts such as Ms. Hoggard, this can 
put a strain on a host having a private 
life. Lodging is a major expense of bike 
travel, so obtaining free lodging is always 
helpful, however, in my opinion, bicycle 
tourists should utilize commercial lodging 
(campgrounds, hostels, etc) primarily and 
not routinely take for granted the gener-
osity of hosts such as Ms. Hoggard, fire 
stations, churches, etc. for their primary 
source of lodging. We as hosts can be a 
Plan B or be available when reasonable 
commercial facilities are not available, 
as is my home in Salt Lake City. Most 
importantly, it’s up to us as hosts to draw 
the line somewhere before we become 
overwhelmed with requests for free lodg-
ing. Just click on the “not available” box 
on your WarmShowers profile. Perhaps 
to encourage touring cyclists to utilize 
commercial campgrounds, Adventure 
Cycling could partner with Kampgrounds 
of America (KOA) or the Good Sam Club 
for discounts.

I have nothing but pleasant memories 
of the bicycle travelers that I have hosted. 
I have a number of friends from many 
countries that have, or still are, travel-
ing by bicycle. One cannot put a price 
tag on that type of entertainment. I will 
continue to host cyclists, but if I get too 

many requests I will simply incorporate 
changes to protect my home life.

In conclusion I wish to thank Ms. 
Hoggard for her years of service to the 
community of bicycle travelers. I hope to 
someday meet her and shake her hand. 
I’m sorry that she has become disenchant-
ed and I hope she changes her mind, 
but mostly changes how she delivers her 
generosity, time, and resources even if it 
means requesting donations. 

Thank you for the letters to and from 
the editor. Perhaps the letters will be read 
by all and change how touring cyclists 
and hosts interact. We need to keep 
cyclists and good in the same sentence.

Louis Melini
Salt Lake City, Utah

The good and the bad 
I just read your column and the “Ordway 
out” letter in the October/November 
issue. Interesting. I recently completed a 
cross-country ride and loved it. I followed 
Adventure Cycling routes (mainly in the 
west) about 25 percent of the time, and I 
also did my own thing, wandering vari-
ous places. It seemed to me that there was 
a marked difference on the Adventure 
Cycling routes. Locals were generally nice 
but used to bicycle travelers. It’s a plea-
sure to run into many fellow cyclists as 
you travel, yet, on the Adventure Cycling 
routes, there were times when people 
were very cold — close to rude — and 
I attributed it to the behavior of those 
before me. This is particularly the case 
in long and lonely sections where there 
are few choices for accommodations and 
other services. I tipped 30 percent in an 
attempt to make up for what I felt the 
experience must have been before me. I 
distinctly remember a time when I was 
very polite and patient but was refused in 
a restaurant after having a complete meal 
when I asked if they could fill up my 
water bottles.

On the other hand, my travels off the 
Adventure Cycling routes were quite 
pleasant and the interactions with locals 
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plenty of quiet paths and roads up into 
the hillsides, with spectacular views. In 
the lovely town of Rüdesheim am Rhein, 
there are paved public pathways that 
rise up 1,000 feet to stunning vistas of 
a huge swath of Germany and France. 
Another heads-up: You will periodically 
navigate away from the river and around 
some major industrial sites — but these 
are only occasional and to me, they were 
part of the route’s attraction. Seeing not 
only beautiful countryside and towns, but 
also real life, and industry of all kinds, is 
important as it has been part of life on the 
Rhine for centuries.

Really, the only problem I encountered 
was that the signage was sometimes inade-
quate and led me astray, and it wasn’t just 
a language issue. However, coordinators 
for the route project had alerted me to this 
issue and told me that they will be revis-
ing the signage in a major way in 2013. 
So that’s good news for folks wanting to 
experience this always-stimulating route.

This investment in signage reminded 
me of the work that Adventure Cycling 
is doing to develop our own routes (like 
Bicycle Route 66) and official U.S. Bicycle 
Routes. The big difference is that Europe 
is investing significant public funding in 
their routes while we rely in large part on 
the generosity of our members to support 
the organizing, cartography, and other 
work to develop American routes. As we 
demonstrate the beneficial impacts of bike 
travel, I think that will change and we’ll 
secure more support from transportation 
and tourism agencies. But as we conclude 
2012, I want to thank you for help-
ing Adventure 
Cycling help 
North America 
keep pace with 
the rest of the 
world when it 
comes to bike 
routes and travel 
facilities. We 
appreciate your 
support and wish 
you the best for 
2013!  

Jim Sayer
Executive Director
jsayer@adventurecycling.org

Your letters are welcome. Due to the volume of mail 
and email we receive, we cannot print every letter. 
We may edit letters for length and clarity. If you do 
not want your comments to be printed in Adventure 
Cyclist, please state so clearly. Please include your 
name and address with your correspondence. Email 
your comments, questions, or letters to editor@
adventurecycling.org or mail to Editor, Adventure 
Cyclist, P.O. Box 8308, Missoula, MT 59807.

notably friendlier. These local are not used 
to seeing so many cyclists. There was much 
more interaction and interest in what I was 
doing, and their enthusiasm at my simple 
requests seemed genuine. My conclu-
sion is that people on Adventure Cycling 
routes are getting a bit worn out by con-
stant requests made of them by traveling 
cyclists.

I’m not sure what you’ll do with this 
information but it seems like we may need 
to collectively work on this by spreading 
the word about being polite, helpful in 
return, and thankful to people that offer 
something — anything — to traveling 
cyclists. I think many of the places along 
well-used routes do get abused and are 
asked regularly to give far more then they 
are getting back. Many cyclists are broke 
or traveling on small means but there are 
many ways we can all give back and show 
appreciation for the kindness of strangers.  

Paul Johnson
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Fewer Ghandis
My wife and I are off the bicyclist’s beaten 
path so we don’t see many cyclists, but 
we do open our home to travelers via 
Couchsurfing.org. Unfortunately, our expe-
rience in the last couple of years has been 
fewer Ghandis and more Ians; expecting 
accommodations on short notice, showing 
up late, avoiding being part of a discus-
sion. Part of this we attribute to most users 
of this service being young and perhaps 
they were never taught basic manners 
(most couchsurfers have been in their 20s 
while we are in our 50s). More alarmingly, 
though, is the number of guests who have 
been closer to our age who have manners 
that mimic those of a younger generation.

Thanks for using your bully pulpit to 
discuss this breach of manners.

Dave Madsen
Pleasant Hill, California
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The influence of Europe 
on Jim showed when 
he turned up for the 
Missoula Tweed Ride in 
October.
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